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Abstract
Often spaces that are simply left open, un-built or essentially
residual are termed "public space." An alternative attitude toward
public territory might be that it is actually generated and does not
simply exist. It is generated by an aggregation of different semi
public and private uses and the zone that is common or shared can
be recognized as public space. A sense of "publicness" is earned
by the interaction and intersection of the inhabitants and users
from the surrounding functions. Rather than being empty or an
undefined space, it is the crossroads for a wide variety of citizens.
The functions or uses that define this territory should range from 3.1 Dudley Square
very public to private--public transit nodes, to retail, to office, to
housing, it is precisely the resulting zone of exchange that enables
and encourages community and city identity to develop. A large
cross-section of the cities population can see, hear, meet-- know
about one another and ultimately the choice to interact, or not, is
provided. These qualities are essential to the health and livelihood
of city and its inhabitants.
The project used to explore building public space is a public tran-
sit node or transfer station, which insures a constant and active
population. The station has additional programmatic elements of a
public market facility, restaurants, "single room occupancy" hotel,
and office space. The juxtaposition of these components situated
in a densely urban setting will attempt to generate public territory,
community growth and the bubbling up of new life in a disenfran-
chised part of the urban fabric.
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The Built Field
by John Habraken
excepted from a lecture delivered to the Department of Architecture at MIT on
September 19, 1995
Study the built field it will be there without you but you can contribute to
it. Study the field as a living organism, it has no form but it has struc-
ture. Find the structure and form will come.
The field has continuity, merge with it and others will join you. Because
the field has continuity no job is large or small, all that you do is adding
to the field.
Nobody builds alone. When you do something large leave the small to
others. When you do something small enhance the large.
Respond to those before you. When you find structure inhabit it. When
you find type play with it. When you find patterns seek to continue them.
Be hospitable to those after you. Give structure as well as form.
The more you seek to continue what was done by others already the
more you be recognized for it, the more others will continue what you
did.
Cooperate. When you borrow from others borrow and praise them.
When you stealfrom others steal and admit it freely. No matter what you
do your work will be you own.
Avoid style leave it to critics and historians. Choose method it is what
you share with your peers.
Forget self expression. It is a delusion. What ever you do will be recog-
nized by others as your expression. Don't give it a thought.
Do what the field needs.
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7.1 Accumulation of lines
Meadow House
No house ever be on any hill or on
anything. It should be of the hill,
belonging to it, so the hill and the
house could live together happier
for each other. -Frank Lloyd Wright
This Poem is for you, Ann. Impromptu,
Falling out of my precipitate brain faster
Than light dropping through a torn cloud.
And the typewriter lags. Catch up, I say!
How the wood and the stone must have lagged for
Wright looking at a trance-house on a hill.
At least you and I have the advantage of not
Being architects, who fret in the houses they build
And go thoroughly mad in houses they do not build.
You can live in a house. Wright wouldn't have liked
Meadow House, his style being somewhat different,
But Meadow House lives on the naturally.
As naturally as the birches. And Mr Wright
with his artist complacency could not believe
That houses grow and are very seldom built,
(Poems too. As light grows when it plunges
Through the torn cloud like a taproot seeking the
The needed humane sustenance for heaven)
No one knows why. Growing is a word
That has never been defined, not even in
My huge thirty-five-dollar dictionary.
But the end of growth, which never really ends,
is always perfection, even if ugly or sore,
Because growth proceeds by means of balances.
(and the end of growth is always a phase
To be left be behind. And real ugliness
Does not grow but arises from destruction.
Of course Meadow House has nothing ugly;
Only Balances, arrangements in which I move
Without seeming to make any displacement.
I hope there is none, because this is what
I knew many years ago and then forgot,
Forgot. It is the service offriendliness.
Hayden Carruth
Introduction
A Simple Short Story, Or Urban Fairy Tale
Several summers ago I moved to New York City. Not yet having a job I
spent my time exploring. Typically, my days would begin by walking
with Maria to her work and from there the day was mine. I spent the days
wandering, always ending back at Maria's work and then on to home. I
covered much of New York by foot, mostly alone and usually with a
brown paper bag full of plums or peaches, whichever was cheaper
(sometimes as cheap as 10 for a dollar from a street vendor.) And as I
walked, I would eat my plums--sometimes 15 or twenty of them and as I
walked I would toss to the ground the plum pits. Not carelessly, I noticed
that I never threw a plum pit onto the pavement but rather, always found
some patch of dirt to throw it onto. I walked and ate plums. Often, I
walked down and east passed the smells of Indian spice shops on lower
Lexington, next to the tall, lacy, secretive buildings of Gramercy Park
and down to Union Square through the farmers market brilliant with col-
or and activity and down further along third passed Houston on to Mott
or Mulberry through Little Italy gaudy and clamorous down to the amaz-
ing riot of China town-smells and sounds and street vendors selling live
fish, and vegetables and meat and then settling in for large bowl of soup
before walking on. Or, often I would walk north west to St. John the Di-
vine up through the park and back down stopping at Zabars and Fairway
and Lincoln Center, or south to the meat packing district, or up to the
good cheese shops on the upper east side. And as I walked I ate my plums
9.1 Community Feast
Source unknown
and saw the city and the people, moving and resting. Everywhere activi-
ty, and everything different and somehow all coexisting. The crooked
crowded confusing streets of the Village, the tall silence of Soho, the ro-
mance of the huge rundown Bowery, the strange gritty East Village, the
staid and imposing houses on upper fifth, next to the vibrance and chaos
of Spanish Harlem--all so close and so varied. And so I walked, looked
and ate plums. And and on these long walks, seeing the city-unpredict-
able and impossible-I began to imagine a sort of silly scenario. I thought
that out of the literally hundreds of pits (or seeds) that I had tossed away
some of them might take tenuous root and through strange miracle begin
to grow. (It is not unusual to see empty weedy lots with plant growth that
is quite tall or un-used crevices that somehow receive enough light to
grow all sorts of plant life.) And in my imagination a few of these plum
trees might grow tall enough and sturdy enough to bloom. And as I
walked I thought that perhaps, by another unlikely miracle, the blossom-
ing might be noticed, appreciated and compel curiosity. Still walking, I
imagined that eventually a few meager plums might result from the
blooms and the one or two who had seen the blossoming, would, sur-
prised that the tree produced fruit, resolve to nurture it. And over the
years, with care, the tree would begin to produce more plums and the one
or two people might become three or four. And walking, imagining,
thinking, I thought that perhaps a small community might even develop-
-nourishing and tending to and benefiting from this lowly plum tree and
so on, the community would incrementally grow..... And crazily, opti-
mistically, I replayed this as I walked nearly everyday. I would end my
walks back at Maria's work imagining numerous plum-tree communities
all over the city and without fail Maria would laughingly ask "How
many plum trees did you plant today?".
It is silly --and most people snicker when I tell them my plum-pit fanta-
sy, but in actuality I believe that there are real "urban seeds" that have
produced figurative plum trees and all the resulting community and life.
Like the plum-pit metaphor they are small anomalies in the larger urban
context that sponsor and promote human gathering and exchange.
Whether it be a unlikely but bountiful community garden on Houston
Street in NYC, or the small, struggling grass roots farmers market in
Central Square, Cambridge, these unexpected and minimal ripples can
have profound affects. In fact, in my experience, they not only make city
life endurable but desirable and enjoyable.
What ever the form that these figurative "plum-pits" take on, what seems
clear is that they are seeds or potential for growth, inviting nurturing and
interaction. Or in other words they are not complete. It is in this spirit that
I pursued this thesis both architecturally and philosophically, as a seed-
ling, a beginning and continuing development.
The resulting design project was intended to be the first pushing up of
new life in a decaying part of the city with hopes that it will not only be
viable, but also act as a catalyst--spurring on growth, mending and inhab-
itation. The program and form attempt to build a "public" place, a place
of passage and resting, ultimately a place exchange.
11.1 Passage des Panoramas
Artist unknown
And although there seems to be a strong tradition of anti-urbanism in this
country, and an anemic sense of public space, and the proliferation of
gated communities and literal and figurative "Disneyfied" cities such as
Celebration, I do not believe that good urban public spaces are a lost
cause. On the contrary, in the past 4 years I observed positive changes in
both Boston and New York and I want to trust that William Whyte is cor-
rect when he asserts in The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces that: "an
elemental point about good urban space is that supply creates demand. A
good new space builds a new constituency. It stimulates people into new
habits."(page 16)
The following Pages will first address, in general terms, the problems of
public space in cities and suggest, some alternative approaches to the
way these problems have been tackled. Then, I will discuss, specifically,
a site in Boston that provides a clear manifestation of these issues. I will
then present a design proposal for the site, or the beginnings of a solution
that attempts to incorporate the ideas I have presented. Following that
will be a journal of sorts, or the process and thoughts (visual and written)
that supported the design. Next will be several pages of precedents or in-
fluences with short annotations And I will end with a written elaboration
of one of one the issues that particularly interests me.
Ultimately, I hope that this all relates back to my plum-pit fantasy.
12.1
The Problem
In New York, Boston, Hartford and most northeastern cities one can eas-
ily find countless examples of downtown's that are, to some extent, in-
habited and used but in a state of disrepair and disregarded in terms
economic worth and public perception. The open spaces and streets that
surround these broken down areas are at best ambiguously defined and
at worst completely uninviting. In short, the development and mainte-
nance public territory or the public realm in modem american city has, to
a large extent, been ignored. The results of this position, or lack of one,
are tremendously negative. Not only does it promote the physical decline
and degeneration of the built fabric, but it also renders the city uninhab-
itable and unlivable. Traditionally, the city was a place of both a place of
refuge and of gathering-- a meeting place where transportation and com-
merce converged, and ultimately the communication ideas and culture
occurred. It was not a place of homogeneity, but a space for a host differ-
ences. It was these qualities that built or developed a sense of public ter-
ritory. This territory was, historically, desirable precisely because these
differences encouraged economic and intellectual transactions, and also
allowed for less explicit intercourse to take place-and all were the posi-
tive effects resulting from a lively public realm.
The public realm, however, in recent years has ceased to have solid def-
inition. There are a myriad of reasons for this ranging the from the con-
stant development of suburban or edge cities to the out right anti-urban
[I] Trevor Boddy has written an
excellent essay on this phenomena,
he calls this type of urban infrastruc-
ture "analogous city" He points out
that historically streets have func-
tioned as" reminders and enforcers of
the civic domain" and that the current
trend in city making--sealed "analo-
gous cities", has "enormous implica-
tions for all aspects of political life."
and argues that the "Constitutionally
protected right to free speech means
much less when there are no peopled
public places to serve as forum to act
out these rights." (page 125) Varia-
tions on a Theme Park
The cultural phenomena of accepting
even expecting a simulated world has
become the hallmark of the so-called
Postmodern or virtual age, and is so
pervasive that simulation is not lim-
ited to actual material production--
(that is imitation artwork, etc., etc.)
but also has taken on a prominent role
in our understanding of culture and
values--we now have simulated free-
doms, simulated identity and simu-
lated community, and we are thus
lulled, pampered and figuratively
strolled into a blissful ignorance and
egregious fear of the actual.
attitude of large scale internally focused urban structures that pull life
and activity away from the street to an insular, protected and closed inner
world. The city itself, the open territories in cities, are now, rather than
places of refuge, often perceived to be places to fear. A perfect example
of the manifestation of this fear is the Hynes Convention Center in Bos-
ton, which attracts thousands of visitors to the city yearly. Its primary
draw is that it allows a visitor to do everything including attend a conven-
tion, a movie, church, eat, sleep, buy books, clothes, panty hose and even
replicas of pieces of art housed at the Museum of Fine Arts in a con-
trolled, secure realm with out ever really having to experience the intense
perils of Boston. It is the simulated city [I] -and public-ness too, is sim-
ulated -and in reality these seemingly begin, user friendly environment
are closed, tightly controlled worlds. Worlds where what we should fear
is not derelicts or undesirables, but something more fundamental, and
that is losing our basic freedoms.These places actively impede human in-
teraction, isolate the city's inhabitants and ultimately deny the possibility
for all sectors of society to mix.
The underdeveloped and undefined understanding of public territory
seems to be the culprit, or worse private space masquerading as public
space and public amenity. This has been well documented in books such
as The Death and Life of Great American Cities by Jane Jacob's or Ri-
chard Sennet's The Fall of Public Man. The questions that arise are how
can we change this problem and come to some clearer understanding of
what constitutes the public realm?
I share in William Whyte's optimistic view point that the problems are
to some extent self repairing. He suggests that despite a growing subur-
bia, downtowns and inner cities and consequently street-life have also
experienced steady growth. In his book, The City, Rediscovering the
Center he essentially asserts that people want to use and inhabit the city
and that it is actually difficult to discourage them. He argues: "It is diffi-
cult to design an urban space so maladroitly that people will not use it,
but there are many such spaces." (page 1)
It seems, however, that there are things that we can do to prevent the pro-
duction of these unusable spaces. These things range from minimal to
more far reaching. Again, William Whyte proposes some eminently
practical suggestions.He hints that the most informative way to discover
how to make a place usable is to observe how people use places. This at- 15.1
titude and a revamped or more thoroughly developed sense of what ac-
tually constitutes public space may be the tools that we use to begin to
reinvigorate seemingly pulse-less places in the city.
And as I explained in my introduction I have witnessed strange and mi-
raculous, inhabitations of the city- places where one would least expect
to find life flourishing (like the unlikely plants in crevices) but, some-
how, it does. And so, despite the perceived difficulties it is my steadfast
belief (and hope) that "public" territory and "public" life are not un-
achievable.
All my woods are
tangle. Ancient
spruce, bent birch,
popple broken and
maple springing
too tall and thin.
It's a wrangle
offern and raspberry,
canes and pokeweed.
Next to me my
neighbor, Mr. Davis,
is entirely red pine,
a stand of ranks
and files, bedded
in its own needles.
How loud my woods
with stirrings callings,
chatterings, and then
how peaceful there
in the pines! I
love to step over
the clear line
into my neighbor's
silence, where only
the high murmur
in tree crowns, far
and near, tells human
16.1 plan sketch
The Line
loneliness something
about itself
It is so strange, so
awesome. It is
like stepping out
of reality into
a theater, a change
so sudden, a hush
so informative
and portending. Yet
I know I love
my neighbor's quiet
because it is his, 17.1
it belongs to Mr.
Davis, whom I've
never met (he lives
in Waterville),
and I can only
borrow that high
fur murmur. At last
I must step
back over the line
to my own weedy
mixed-up clamor
where all voices
proclaim their own
And that is love
and I am home.
Hayden Carruth
18.1 Cities or sadly the popular perception of cities
Source unknown
Defining Public Space
As I have argued, the largest contributing factors in ongoing blight of cit-
ies is the lack of definition of public space. If a more coherent attitude
were developed a greater number viable city spaces may begin to appear.
It seems that generally there are four models or working understandings
of public space (the "analogous city" model-- or urban mall is not con-
sidered.) The first is simply open, un-built, and undefined urban space-
city sidewalks, or city plazas. This is the dominant understanding of pub-
lic space in this country and is a model most frequently (and destructive-
ly) employed. In these open spaces planters and trees are often deployed,
but even so for the most part these places go unused. They go unused ex-
actly because there is no understood or defined way to use them. There
are countless examples in a city like Boston, with City Hall Plaza being
perhaps the largest and best. These are, essentially, places that there is no
real reason why one would go there or, for that matter, stay. Even the
most basic amenities like trash cans or restrooms are generally lacking
and as a result these spaces tend to actually discourage use.
The second is city parks. This approach is somewhat better than the first
but still lacks definition and does not necessarily encourage interaction.
This type of urban public space seems to suggest displacement from the
city rather than emphasize the dynamic qualities of city life. The city
park, with all its quasi front-lawn qualities or rural evocations is also a
simulation. And by acting as a virtual escape from the city's clamor and
19.1 Public Space?
20.1 Harvard Square
(potential) vitality, it ultimately helps in the diffusion and dissipation of
the life necessary to promote publicness.
Another position or understood way of attempting to make public space
is the "community center" model. This attempts to designate or promote
publicness by building a house for it with the hopes that it will be used.
This has always seemed to me to be the most unrealistic approach. These
places, by definition, serve only the most disenfranchised sector of the
population--those that can not afford or do not have access to other types
of support and hence a cross-section of society is not achieved. Also, this
type of public space is singular in function--in other words it is designed
to be a community center and little else --and functions and needs
change. So, it would seem that this model has the least likelihood for ac-
tive use or survival.
The fourth model is, perhaps,
the most elusive, definitely
V the most traditional, and by
far the most productive. That
is public territory that is gen-
erated by a variety of public,
semi private and private func-
tions. In this model public
space is defined as the territo-
ry that the uses adjacent to it
have in common. As a space it
is a shared zone and it acts as access and as a collective territory for the
inhabitants and occupants of all the surrounding functions. The juxtapo-
sition of a large number of differences insures a constant and dynamic
population. It is in fact, not unlike the traditional city model. It is a cross-
roads and a point of exchange.
Harvard Square is a clear example of this kind of public space. The con-
vergence of transit lines, students, office and retail workers, shoppers
and residents in a fairly compact area promote a definite, but not entirely
explicable or even describable, sense of publicness. It is a space is puls-
ing with activity.
This type of built public space is central to this exploration and it is my
belief that it is not only fundamental to the health of the city, but actually
seems to be what the city, at its best, is. A seemingly impossible or un-
likely accumulations of differences. All, to some extent, serving there
own, but all contributing to the whole. In affect, it is from this "weedy
mixed up clamor" that publicness emerges (see The Line, page 16.)
It seems to me that this is not an idiosyncratic interest or pursuit on my
part, I am reminded of countless passages from a number of writers-
Charles Baudelaire, Walt Whitman, Mordecai Richler, John Updike, Jo-
seph Mitchell- but one in particular stands out from Up In The Old Hotel
by Joseph Mitchell. He describes an Italian immigrant in NYC. The im-
migrant explains to Mitchell that the Fulton market reminds him of his
city in Italy and says:
21.1 Aggregation of uses
..... Fulton reminds me of Recco. There is a world of
difference between them. At the same time they are
very much alike---the fish smell, the general gone-to-
pot look, the trading that goes on in the streets, the
roofs over the sidewalks, the cats in the corners gnaw-
ing fish heads, the gulls in the gutters, the way every-
body is onto everybody else, the quarreling and the
arguing. There's a boss fishmonger down here, a spry
old hardheaded Italian man who's got a million dollars
in the bank and dresses like he is on relief and walks up
and down the pier snatching fish out of barrels weigh-
ing them in his hands figuring out in his mind to the
fraction of a fraction how much they are worth and
shouting and singing and enjoying life....
(page 442)
22.1 by Saul Steinberg The fact is that in many ways southern Italy and New York could not be
more different -climate
and physically-- but what
is the same, and what has
appeals in both cases is
the tremendously active
cross section of life that is
generated. This generated
life, is filled with enor-
mous diversity of possible
experiences and choicesIL  and an infinite number of
exchanges and inter-
changes.
Rethinking Public Transit
23.1
Historically this type of public space has occurred in close proximity to
transportation facilities. Transit lines insure a constant flow of pedestrian
movement and transportation nodes are, by definition, a point of ex-
change-connecting one place to another. And by virtue of the fact that,
on a regular basis, large groups of people move to and from the station
all sorts of functions develop around these nodes. They are not unlike a
fresh spring that gurgles up enabling life to grow and that life in turn pro-
motes more life and so on, the cycle continues.
In recent history, however, transit nodes have been treated with a differ-
[I].Since Louis Sullivan pro-
claimed "form follows function"
it seems that it has been a mod-
em preoccupation to distill or
reduce all physical forms to one
function or at least discreet
functions. Evidence of this can
been seen at variety of scales.
Whether it be the zoned and
designed singular use sections
of cities such as financial dis-
tricts- or suburban office parks,
or the singularly functioning
transit nodes all have had delete-
rious consequences for city life.
Another, powerfully destructive
manifestation of this tendency is
the current trend to favor transit
service to suburban regions or
bedroom communities, leaving
inner city areas cut off or poorly
serviced. This obviously pro-
motes suburban growth and by
doing so further perpetuates
the segregation of not only func-
tions (eat and sleep one place,
work in another, shop in
another) but propels the separa-
tion of social and economic
classes-(The tendency to favor
suburbia clearly particularly
benefits a specific sector of the
socio-economic spectrum and
ignores another.) We have
designed and created cities and
suburbs that are singularly func-
tioning--or sharply differenti-
ated by use and these places
instigate the isolation of eco-
nomic and social classes. The
end results are semi-alive or
even deadened, publicly ambig-
uous spaces.
ent attitude. In fact like many components of the modem city they have
been designed and constructed in the most minimal and cost efficient
manner. [I] Their implicitly positive potential has been ignored.
24.1 Kendall Station
Boston's subway system for example, forms a vast underground network
that efficiently carries the cities inhabitants from place to place. The sta-
tions vary in size and disposition, but for the most part, there seems to
have been little attention paid to where and how the subway interfaces
with the street or open public territory or any possible impact they might
have on the city surface. The subway stations entrances are at best small
pavilions that are difficult to identify and at worst a flight of dark stairs
that descends to the nether regions of the city. The entrances and transi-
tion from outside to in, or vice versa are, defined in the most minimal
ways. Visual access is often denied. All of these aspects lead to
two obvious results: the first is that one can not find or even re-
member where the subway station. I have countless memories in
both Boston and New York of wandering about a three block
area muttering to myself "I know that there a subway station
around here somewhere." And the second is that the movement in and
down is disorienting and discontinuous. One does not know where one is
going in either direction. The green line station at Copley Square is a per-
fect example of this, many times I have observed people confusedly enter
the station, not knowing which direction to turn or trying to leave the sta-
tion baffled by signs that say things such as "Boyleston Street South Ex-
it." As if north south east or west meant anything to the weary traveler in
a subterranean environment. In short, the stations and their entrances are
completely dissociative with the city. Rather than encouraging under-
standing of the transition from above ground to the subterranean world
and consequently from one part of the city to another they seem to stifle
the possibility of a continuous experience Oddly, they perform poorly
the single function they attempt to accomplish.
Although the minimal above ground subway station seems to be the cur-
rent trend in North American cities, public transit nodes have not always
been this way. Transit stations have, historically, housed a variety of
function--dining facilities, public restrooms, waiting lobbies, news
stands. Many European train stations include other amenities or incorpo-
rate commercial and private functions into transit nodes.
25.1 Rush Hour
by Max Weber
This idea is not entirely foreign in this country either, in fact, on the web-
site for the non profit Projects for Public Places (http://www.cfe.cor-
nell.edu/nystate/pps3.html) they discuss exactly these potentials.
transit facilities can act as catalysts for regenerating
surrounding communities... they can serve as centers of
community life as well.......stations and transfer centers
can look inviting, be easily accessible on foot, provide
amenities, and encourage local businesses to supply
on-premise services, or to take part in local activities.
(Cities) can create facilities like bus and trolley stops
that are combined with other community uses that spur
improvements to surrounding areas and create centers
of activity.
26.2 Old Dudley Station, with news stand.
As I have suggested transit stations are like a fresh water spring that pro-
motes life, and in that capacity, they can be integral to the city, a part of
the public space and street life. The potential for it to be an active place,
active with pedestrians, meeting, moving and interacting is enormous
And the life that it already possess can and should support more than one
function. The station itself can be a microcosm of the city. The agglom-
eration of the differences that make up the city can begin with the station.
In other words because of its intense potential a transit station should not
be limited to a singular function (getting people below ground...getting
people somewhere else.) Commerce can be attached to, or be a part the
station. A stations can be an event, identifiable in the fabric of the city
and an element that, in conjunction with other elements of the city, builds
and defines public territory.
For further reading
Die Architektur von U-Bahn
hofen
Jurgen Rauch
27.1 Bar in Espanya
Metro Station
28.1 Destruction and recon-
struction-Plan Voisin
Le Corbusier
City Mending
(for a slightly more in depth discussion see the last chapter)
The recent history of city building or rebuilding has often involved de-
struction of vast regions of existing fabric so that a new design can be im-
plemented. Boston City hall Plaza immediately comes to mind as an
example of this approach. As in the case with City Hall Plaza often the
results are out of scale and discontinuous with the surrounding fabric.
Rather than repair, the attitude is to destroy and start over. Even if the end
result of this are not as severe or under used as Government Center the
fact remains that much is ruined in the process.The negative consequenc-
es of this are not difficult to discern --in the case of Government Center
what was destroyed was not unlike the still existing North End with its
multi-functioning and densely populated streets. That variety was re-
placed by the enormous empty plaza and monolithic ob-
ject that provides no clues as to how one might engage it.
One can not imagine a grocery store or deli or any other
function or use on the plaza or in the looming edifice. A
public market has struggled to survive on the plaza but
seems physically lost in the immensity of the space. It is
essentially singular.
More often than not the "destroy and start fresh" approach
seems to produce discontinuity and singularly defined
spaces. These places act as a separating wedge in the city
fabric And this approach fundamentally denies the poten-
tial for ongoing growth, change and transfor-
mation-the old is destroyed. Preferring, instead,
to impose an immediately all-defining design
that leaves nothing up to the unexpected or the
anomaly. In affect, actual city growth is denied
and differences eliminated. The end results are,
necessarily, more sterile than what had existed.
and can be the soul-less, unfriendly and unus-
able environments that are typical of the popu-
lar image of the "modem" city.[I]
An alternative and again more traditional ap-
proach is mending or incremental repair. That
is, rather than succumb to the modernist ten-
dency to re-design and reconstruct an entire re-
gion of the city, alter and change smaller
segments and let further improvements result from the confluence of dif-
ferent forces that make up the city. This may seem to be the most reason-
able way to approach the design of something as perpetually evanescent
and changing as a city-scape--but, in fact, it is rarely practiced.
Mending or repairing as a means of construction implies that the old or
existing is, to some extent incorporated, and allowed to evolve, adapt and
become part of the present. It also prevents whole sections of the city
from being designed by the same hand. The co-existence of differences
rather than uniformity is the end product. These differences enable choic-
29.1
[I] The existence of these unusable
places-vast and De Chirco like
realms has no doubt hastened the so-
called flight to suburbia. And because
these places lack inhabitants and
users they have helped spur on desire
for the insulated and "secured" city
experiences that are typical of urban
malls. As Marshall Berman points
out in All That is Solid Melts Into Air
these city-scapes have lost there
Baudelarian sense of the "family of
eyes" or the on going monitoring and
visual observance that takes place in
an active community.
For further reading see:
All That Is Solid Melts Into Air
Marshall Berman
What Time is This Place?
Kevin Lynch
Collage City
Colin Rowe
The Uses Of Disorder
Richard Sennet
The Last Landscape
William Whyte
30.1 I call this drawing "Patch-
work City" It is section
through an imagined city-that
actually captures the potential
intensity of layering and multi-
plicity of a real thing.
Artist: Colin Thompson
es and the greater range of possibilities This lack of homogeneity has
been negatively (and erroneously) termed disorder-but as Jane Jacob's
points out in The Death and Life of Great American Cities, that what may
appear to be disorder is, in actuality, an order of greater complexity.
Under the seeming disorder of the old city is a marvelous order
for maintaining the safety of the streets and the freedom of the
city. It is a complex order. Its essence is intricacy of sidewalk
use, bringing with it a constant succession of eyes. This order
is all composed of movement and change, and although it is
life and not art, we may fancifully call it the art form of the
city, and liken it to the dance. (page55)
Mending seems to allow this dance to occur and encourages the chance
encounter and the unexpected and it promotes the endless possibilities
that result from growth.
The Project
The design component of this investigation is comprised of designing a
transit terminus and transfer station in combination with a semi open
public market. The exploration involve the generation of "public space
or territory" by juxtaposing first the market and the station and then the
additional aspect of the program, which include external and internal
public passages, an SRO Hotel, a cafe, and generic retail or commercial
space. The station itself has the added complexity of accommodating
both bus and subway This ensemble is situated in a densely urban section
of Boston-surrounded by decaying buildings, retail, commercial, light
industry and housing. The ambition is that the new station and its de-
signed proximity to a number of different uses of the will give rise to a
public territory waiting to happen.
The approach to the site will be one of mending or repair and adaptation.
The site is currently in a state of complete disrepair. A number of build-
ings are abandoned or only partially used. Rather than plan new uses for
the entire site or create a new master plan my proposal will address sev-
eral specific problems of the site and incorporate old structures and ex-
isting patterns of use into a new partial design. The hope is that this will
allow all the strengths to remain and provide a catalyst for new life to
grow.
31.1 First Sketch
32.1 Pushcart Market
Train Station and Public Market
The following is a brief explanation of why it
makes sense to combine a market and subway.
In addition to the primary reason, which is the
agglomeration of a number of different and seemingly disparate func-
33.1
tions there are several other factors that would compel this pairing.
In recent years, many cities have effectively confronted the issues of ill
used city spaces by introducing public green markets to under used urban
areas. If a public market is successful, the benefits and opportunities it
provides are countless. As explained in Public Markets and Community
Revitalization by Projects for Public Places markets can thoroughly re-
invigorate urban centers, they encourage usage of city streets and
squares, they stimulate small scale economic growth and they preserve
or help reinvent "social ecology" which is described as: "the network of
people whose lives are intertwined and who are attached to a particular
part of the city."(page 22) Any one who has walked through a thriving
public market active with throngs of people eating, walking, watching
and interacting, would not argue with the assertion that they positively
impact the city.
A clear example of this is Union Square in NYC. Prior to the introduction
the green market, Union Square was considered dangerous and generally
a place to be avoided. In fact, in "Run, Run, Run" by the Velvet Under-
ground, Lou Reed croons "take a walk down to Union Square, ya never
34.1
34.2 Diagram of informal marketers
gathering around transit nodes.
Source: Urban Markets
know what you're gonna find there" Currently, however, Union Square
is thriving and used by a variety of people ranging from street people to
wealthy urbanites. The areas immediately surrounding Union Square
have also experienced increased use and economic growth. The introduc-
tion of Green Market Program seem to have spurred on the changes in
Union Square and over the past ten years the transformation has been
complete. The market has proven successful.
Although market places have a proven track record for reinvigorating ur-
ban spaces. The success of a public market seems to rely on at least one
factor, consistently, and that is close proximity to public transportation.
In the book Urban Markets, by David Dewar and Vanessa Watson, they
explain that:
Markets are extremely sensitive to flows and concen-
tration of pedestrians and traffic and the most success-
ful locations are therefore in close proximity to a larger
generator of population movement. Markets, therefore
operate most successfully around public transport ter-
minals, and particularly where two or more of these
terminals are proximate.
(page 23)
In the test case of Union Square several transit lines cross and the pedes-
trian flow that results is enormous. The constant movement generates a
reliable audience.
HIstorically, as Lewis Mumford points out in The City In History, the
two essential and original components of early cities were markets and
transportation. (page 71)The meeting of these two elements and, in fact,
the combination are cornerstones in the development of cities. Transpor-
tation systems enabled produce and to be brought in from out lying farm
lands and the exchange of goods and ideas took place at these points. The
farmers benefited from the large city population and the lucrative sales.
Essentially, the growth of cities would not have been possible with out
the overlapping of these two functions.
Mumford also points out the role market places is not solely for the ex-
change of goods. At these points of convergence and crossing all manner
of transactions took place. As Mumford explains:
There is probably no urban marketplace where the in-
terchange of news and opinion did not, at least in the
past, play almost as important a part as the interchange
of goods.(page 148)
This quality also (not coincidentally) seems to be fundamental to transit
nodes, not only was there always the presence of the newsstand in sta-
tions but historically--obviously--news first arrived from the outside
world at transit depots.
The very nature of a public green market, with produce and farm goods
arriving daily, implies and open accessible spaces. Communication be-
tween marketers, between buyers and sellers, the openness, access and
constant movement compliment and contrast the closed and subterranean
movement that typify subways stations. The two juxtaposed will compli-
ment and offset one another.
35.1 Urban market
35.2 Diagram showing the concen-
tration of sellers where movement
and access is the greatest.
Source: Urban Markets
For further reading:
Urban Markets
David Dewar and Vanessa Watson
The City In History
Lewis Mumford
Public Markets
Project for Public Places
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Site
The site is Dudley Square in Roxbury, MA. Dudley has played a promi-
nent role in Boston's history. Originally, prior to the Boston Harbor and
Charles river in-fills, Dudley was the last point of the mainland before
the long neck of the Shawmut peninsula began. The neck, or what con-
nected Boston proper to the mainland, is now Washington Street. The
Square was and still is the convergence of several trails (now streets) and
acted like a funnel to the Shawmut neck. Because of this Dudley Square
has always been a point of exchange. Before colonization Dudley was
the place were the Shawmut Indians traded with the inhabitants of the
Shawmut peninsula.
Throughout Boston's history it has been the beginning point for numer-
ous and successive waves of immigrants, making it a place of constant
and dynamic social change and always an active transfer point- all trav-
ellers coming to Boston from the south or west generally passed through
Dudley Square and as a result it has been an economic hub.
Commerce has always centered at Dudley Station, where Washington,
Warren, and Dudley streets cross. By the turn of the 20th century, the
area was a bustling mix of department stores, residential hotels, silent
movie theaters, banks-even a bowling alley. Around that time the elevat-
ed rail line was constructed. Several lines converged and Dudley became
the site of Boston's largest transfer station. The elevated station was
enormous and at points, an elegant building. It contained a number of
38.1 Dudley Station
[I] This is typical of current urban
planning trends that have encouraged
the decline of city centers. Bedroom
communities and suburbs benefit
from the new public transit line and
the inner city is left to fend for it-self
and often perish. This action is fur-
ther evidence of the differentiation
and separation of functions in the city
(see page 24.)
waiting rooms, newsstand, lounges, restaurants re-
strooms and other amenities. With a number of ele-
vated access systems it, essentially, covered the entire square (see 38.1.).
In 1982 the elevated line was taken down and the station was, for the
most part destroyed. It is interesting to note that the line was not replaced
along Washington street, which meant that a traditional artery was sev-
ered. Instead the new Orange line was built further north. The new Or-
ange line primarily serves bedroom communities outside the city limits.
Dudley is, however, still the most active transfer station in Boston. Nu-
merous bus lines end and begin here and access is provided by bus to the
new Orange line. There has been a strong demand from neighborhood
groups for a Washington Street replacement line, train or trolley, that
would serve the same population as the old elevated line. The station I
am proposing would act as the terminus for this new line
Although Dudley Squares, currently, is in a state of disrepair--it still has
a bustling community and active community groups. Since the removal
of the elevated train line, however, business has dropped and buildings
have fallen into decay.
Physically, the site is bounded on the south by a library and courthouse
both designed in a late modem style and both tend to sit off of the street-
-more like objects. The north side is the meeting point of Washington and
Warren Street, which bound the west and east side of Dudley respective-
ly. It is also the top of the Dudley triangle. Washington Street is (as it al-
ways has been) the primary access to Downtown Boston.The
immediately adjacent streets are commercial and light industry with
housing units relatively nearby.
Dudley was formerly bisected by the elevated rail line, the back sides of
several of the buildings show scars where the train line and building met.
From old el plans and the scars it is apparent that these building had a
street edge life and an inner block life. The width of the block suggest
that the elevated line acted not unlike another street running through the
center of Dudley square.
Old elevated train line.
Existing building with
inner block life.
Existing street edge.
39.1 Elevated Line Plan
Views of Dudley Square and
Surrounding streets
40.1 Washington Street
40.3 Key Map
40.2 Washington Street adjacent to Dudley
41.1 Warren Street
41.3 Key Map
41.2 Washington Street
42.1
42.3 Key Map
42.2
43.1
42.3 Key Map
43.2 El scar, and former porters lounge
44.1 Dudley Land Use The site is, for the most part, empty. The existing bus terminal is vast. It
consist of several open sheds. Pedestrian activity is heavy at nearly all
hours of the day. There are number of convenient stores and fast food
vendors immediately adjacent to the site. On the site itself, there is, how-
ever, no place to do anything other than wait for the bus. As Alan Barlis
said "this is a public plaza waiting to happen."
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Project Proposal
Model showing old and new, spine and
46 roofs.
Site Strategy
The pattern of use that has existed on the site was essentially a central
corridor, which was inhabited by the former elevated line. The primary
or site sized direction, all major streets, and the train line run parallel to
this corridor. Pedestrian movement and smaller scale street are perpen-
dicular to the primary direction. (Figure 47.1) My proposal essentially
mimics this existing model.
The scheme rebuilds the central corridor with a variety of smaller scale
moves that are perpendicular to the main direction. At the lowest level is
the subway concourse, which receives light from above through the ap-
erture of a centralized spine that moves with the primary direction. The
spine also defines the main street level movement and a new public cor-
ridor. A secondary direction is built with smaller access, bridges over the
subway hole, and service/access/light wells. The scheme is not unlike the
traditional fabric--major movement in the primary direction and change
of direction displacements into relative privacies-- or retail shops, market
and subway. The crevice between the existing buildings hosts the SRO
entrance, secondary subway entrance, and the beginning definition of the
public corridor. Between the existing buildings is cafe seating (for exist-
ing images see 43.1, 43.2, for design proposal of this area see 57.1, 58.1,
59.1.) Because of southern exposure it receives sunlight most of the day.
The bus station on the east side of the spine is built with a series of long
span structural bays running perpendicular to the spine. The structure is
a doubled frame 10' apart, spaced 28' from each other. The 10'slots cre-
ated by the series of doubled structural bays are used for vertical access,
47.1 Sketch of scheme
47.2
Diagrams
48.3 Sketch of scheme
48.1 plan diagram
Retail/Market
Spine
Public Market
Subway
48.2
Sectional Diagram
light and ventilation equipment. Bus loading and un-
loading occurs in a 40' wide zone parallel to Warren
Street (and the spine) it is set back from the street by
20'. The 20' strip space immediately adjacent to the
street or in between the bus loading area and the street
is a zone of retail or commercial use. The size (width
and depth) of the units are roughly equivalent to the
retail units in the existing fabric. This allows for the
Warren Street edge function in usable capacity and
become inhabited by a variety of stores in a similar
manner to what exists throughout the neighborhood.
The frames are concrete and have been designed to
accept future skyward growth. In the current propos-
SRO Hotel al, however, the upper floors are left undeveloped,
SeondaryEntrance and the station is covered with shed roofs. The bus
Main Concourse
Bus Lanes depot is a tall well lit space with strips of light per-
Retail Zone pendicular to the spine occurring at a regular interval.
et "'" h In between the bus loading area an the spine is anoth-
er zone of "internal" retail that buffers the main con-
course from the noise and fumes of the busses.
ubic Pa
Pubi P e Parallel to that is the main concourse, then the sub-
" Main Concourse
way trench or depressed concourse which also con-
tains retail kiosks and finally on the western edge ofService
the building is an area of retail and food shops. This
edge begins the market functions. The western side
acts like a filter to the station. There is direct passage
Spine but also the opportunity for a mediated experience---
Bus Depot cafe seating- a range of vendors spilling into the
Retail Zone square (see image 32.1.) These activities and market
Platform have built support or open structure that grows south-
ward. From the anchor of the existing hotel the sta-
Main Concourse tion transform, and grows down into the ground, up
into the hotel and west and south to the public plaza.
Drawings
49.1 Plan of Subway Terminus, Bus Station and Public Market
50.1 Long Section
51.1 Sketch sections
51.2 Sections
1. section through plaza side retail, spine and bus station
2. section through market, spine and public passage
1/16 Model of public plaza, and main entrance
Models
Hotel
Cross block open passage
Bus Depot
Spine
Main Entrance
Market Facility
Model showing spine, market
and bus station.
54.1
54.3
54.2

Model of Hotel/Station Connection
56.1 Section through station with hotel
beyond (see key plan)
57.1 View of public corridor
57.2 View of cross block external passage
adjacent to the hotel
58.1 Public corridor with morning sun.
59.1 Public corridor and hotel building edge.
60.2 Sketch long section through hotel and subway
crossing-showing hotel lobby volume and subterra-
nean volume.
60
61.1 Crossing of public corridor and cross block east/ west external access

Study Models and Written Thoughts
The Journal
This section is included as a reminder of both the thoughts I have had and
the ways they have been manifested in model and sketch form. As is the
case with most of this thesis documentation it is not present because of
its intrinsic worth, but more as a record and a catalog. The "entries" are
presented in sequence as they occurred over the course of the ensuing se-
mester.
I am reminded of the Yeats poem "When you are old and gray and nod-
ding by the fire take down this book and remember...." or something to
that affect-so this then, to that end, is for me.
1//100"=1' Study model walls
and light--direction
Early February study models with direction and
first gestures toward interacting with the old
Late February
Direction, crossing or stitching secondary
direction introduced.
Beginning of volumes, cafe, entrance
and site movement
beginning of spine
I
February
Study of ground plane...
"walls as excavation fragments"
Early March--walls growing up
transparency and opacity
excavations into existing building
archeology
7
Early march 1/40
Showing spine, wall light and dark
access down and up
and beginning of urban corridor
Early March--access into the old hotel
structure and light
the spine
the questions that came up is it large enough?
is the urban or site strategy clear?
Around Spring break --
Massing showing bus, train/spine/pedestrian
and market--
section sketch from the same time
February 4, 1997
Space--Architecture is determined by the spaces that are desired and re-
quired and by the specific way in which I might imagine the inhabitation
of these spaces---The rail is integrated not dominant.
Walls--Making space with a series of walls--spatially and structurally,
wall not always heavy or opaque but can be light transparent
From Frost "something there is that does not like a wall"
Walls as light the wall should be both direction informing and a stop in
the direction--can make containment--define large and small moves--not
a hindrance to light--but as conveyer of light--transparency, reflectivity
and color
Old/New Integration of old and new--the physical exchange or overlap-
ping--both exist independently but with a precise relationship to one an-
other...new interacts with old at all scales---old=large anchor building
(will become the hotel) Excavate it, set up new order
Zone of Exchange--ongoing concern--expansion of zone of exchange
and activation of that expansion--has many possible meanings and will
apply to most of the project--from urban scale to detail scale---human
scale --transfer from city to train, bus to train, from market to bus or train-
-all should be varied or lively--many things support this-cafe, restrooms,
commercial space--in other words this exchange or transfer should not
be singular--but allow for the full range of possibilities...
Feb 9, 1997
Light--must have clear and definite attitude toward light, that is it can not
be ubiquitous. Move up form subterranean world to light and activity--
cafe -market-city. Down- through shade to defined, conveyed light. Plat-
forms in controlled light--also open or uncontrolled light.
Walls --as service, conveyers of light and humans--grow downward into
the earth--the origin of the wall is the earth and it grows up, the sky grows
down, carrying light and air. Walls also build direction and stop direc-
tion--define entrance, and place.
Section--Two attitudes--First- open section, sky to ground un mediat-
ed.... or like open shed.. .light more or less constant and everywhere--min-
imal sectional definition. Second- Filtered or mediated section--sky/
ground built--through section definitions both vertical and horizontal.
Light controlled and varied.
Building--form--refer back to section, building as mediator and filter,
zones of inhabitation defined by walls--and containment and also mini-
mally open shed like and defined by columns. Building grows vertically
and horizontally. Enclosed and open.
Movement--Public/ Private -- Up and off the street to newly defined
public--then down to public--up to public-- expanded access can enable
cafe/restaurant--relative privacies mediating exchange--like the build-
ing can not be all open--it can't be uniformly public. Movement to and
from sub-world (and by extension some other part of the city) should be
clear-(straight run directional stairs)
Feb 17, 1997
Public Corridor--Space between existing buildings act as new public
corridor with built definition-it is directional with a series of cross direc-
tion weavings--bridges and cross block access
Existing building that I am eating into is approximately 40,000 sq.ft.
largest of the building as my anchor and focal point--for concourse ac-
cess-etc.)
Scale: perception at a particular scale ---different scales should enable/
encourage different perceptions.
The project has many scales: Large Scale or city scale--platform scale
--train scale --concourse scale--large room scale--room scale on down
Project must develop vocabulary--walls and columns-
Walls conceptually fragments of excavations
Walls Translucent/light -opaque/solid attitude or disposition to both--
understanding of height, size, thickness, placement and relationship to
one another---must be systematic and clear--readable
Solid = containment--service (elevator, restrooms, shadow etc.)
Establish primary direction, secondary direction, primary material, sec-
ondary material etc., etc. Watch out for homogeneity of space size
74.1 J.S Bach Cello Suites,
from Suite 6
March 5, 1997
Containment to openness must have full range. Solid or built contain-
ments both allow and enable less defined or fixed elements (somehow in
my thoughts something like notes on a musical staff) or like Fulton Mar-
ket
Solid/ heavy -permanent -- light/transparent-ephemeral alternations
and transformations (vertical and horizontal.
Light to dark --visual alternations--tree canopy--varied, speckled and
can inform direction and path.Light can also surprise: light where one
would expect to find dark. Example: Canopy at Fulton market (see 78.3)
at the connection point of The solid canopy to the solid building is light
or glazing. The connection is made in light, light is the material that al-
lows two different elements to meet.
If possible the access should encourage both accidental and planned en-
counters with other programmatic aspects of the project that may seem
less necessary. For example access to the transit line could involve mov-
ing through a part of the market The transfer from bus to rail can be fairly
direct but still episodic.
Access primarily in the light-but should have variation--variation which
allows the light to read or perceived as an intensified spatial definition.
I-
Transit situated between SRO and Market reaching up and down -out-
ward--transformation old building to new rail line to terminus to open
market and new rail line/terminus into old building...altering--transform-
ing. Bahnhof as opposed to terminus.
March 15, 1997
I visited the site today and was struck by the complexity and immensity
of it. But somehow my sense is that this complexity will drive my project-
it seems to me that the intense diversity is elemental to it. The open lots,
run down boarded up upper stories, the large and small building, the
converging streets, the variety of the shops at street level, fish shops, to-
bacco shops, clothing shops, delis and lunch counters, the busses con-
stantly coming and going, and the people, moving with determination or
lingering, in groups or alone, and the general sense of decay and growth
occurring simultaneously, and in concert. What I propose cannot inhibit
or discourage all that already exists.
The public realm--or public territory is activated by use-- an aggregation
of uses--public to semi public to private (in relation to public)
76.1 Fulton at dawn
Thoughts on Precedents
Fulton Market
The market place consist of three large built areas. There are two sheds,
both directional with the East River. The private or back side of the sheds
faces the river and the front or public side face Fulton street, and this side
is, for the most part, completely open. Several hundred feet away on the
other side of Fulton street is the city block. It consist of a number of sin-
gly bay, multi story buildings. At street level these buildings are open and
occupied by market vendors. All three built areas have an extensive can-
opy systems that, effectively, extend the definition of the building out
over the street These three structures act as anchors and allow the market
to fill, in a very loose way, the zone in between them. An elevated high-
way covers a strip of the market. It also seems to provide definition for
the temporary market structures
Harvard Square,
Sert's Holyoke Cen-
ter has always amazed
me it is an enormous
building that never
reveals it actual size--
but is somehow still
very active--A public
corridor, builds two
directions and spon-
sors the plaza on north
and south side---
always active-even in
winter. Structure,
screen and enclosure
all independent and
light quality surpris-
ing --I visited some-
times twice a week-
Seems Harvard
Square has many lessons. Size, form,
use, public to private, service space etc.
The width of shops tend to be in a 16' to
20' range-that is street frontage and 25'
to 35' deep--this allows for a large
number of shops to have frontage--
which intensifies the street edge, the
greater the number of different shops
that occur the more potential active
public space along the street --height
varies and actual height is not necessar-
ily important- but there are two heights
that are consistently discernible--door
height--around 8'--human scale and a
second defined height occurs between
16' and 20' this is the larger street-
scale height- signs for long distance
viewing are placed at this level--
78.2
78. 1 Passage Choiseul,
roof-From Arcades, Geist
The Spine
Prior to the actual start of the project, I took sev-
eral photographs of the Fulton canopies. I did not
know it then but the crevice of light would
become central to my project.
I found the book Arcades helpful in that it enabled
me to see the spine not as a built structure but 78.3 Canopy
something resulting from the space between two at Fulton
separate systems, or a buffer that connects--both
the long way and across its width.
The Kalhman, Mckinnel and Wood Athletic Cen-
ter at Exeter has an interesting disposition to the
functions adjacent to the spine along its length.
78.4 Exeter Athletic
Center
Final Notes on Mending
It is not difficult to find examples in history of the human desire and ca-
pability to greatly alter large sections of cities or in some cases whole cit-
ies -take for example the construction of Via Guila in Rome by Pope
Julius II, Haussmann's Paris or Boston in the 1960's. In all these cases
the changes made were not simply new development or construction but
rather these modifications required the destruction of large sections of
existing city fabric and enormous reconstruction. And although there
many examples of this way of reconstructing cities, it is important to note
destruction and reconstruction has not been a dominant method but rath-
er it has occurred as an anomaly. In the early part of this century, how-
ever, a gradual but continual shift toward this manner of city making took
place and by the 1950's it was prolific. This drastic change, to some ex-
tent, seems to be the logical progeny of the "modern" intellectual tradi-
tion and the belief that one could impose order on the chaotic world and
by doing so make it a better place. Regardless of intentions, social or
philosophical the effects that this approach actually had on city-life and
urbanity was profound. Generally the spaces that resulted from these new
constructions where not used. Public plazas and open spaces remained
empty and as a natural consequence public life in cities seemed to fall
into a state of disrepair. Put simply it seemed that the physical and spatial
disposition of the newly constructed cityscapes was not conducive to or
supportive of public use.
These changes to city life did not go unnoticed nor unexplored. In the
contemporary literature pertaining to cities one can find ample sugges-
tions that there existed tremendous dissatisfaction with the physical at-
tributes of contemporary city building (in most cases this dissatisfaction
was not discussed in terms of style or any other set of or abstracted terms,
but rather it was discussed as a real problem with actual social conse-
quences.) As Jane Jacobs, in the introduction of her seminal work The
Death and Life of Great American Cities, states clearly when she de-
scribes the contemporary cityscape:
Low income projects that become worse centers of de-
linquency, vandalism and general social hopelessness
than the slums they were supposed to replace. Middle-
income housing projects which are truly marvels of
dullness and regimentation, sealed against any buoyan-
cy or vitality of city life. Luxury housing projects that
mitigate their inanity, or try to, with a vapid vulgarity.
Cultural centers that are unable to support a good book-
store. Civic centers that are avoided by everyone but
bums, who have fewer choices of loitering places than
others. Commercial centers that are lackluster imita-
tions of standardized suburban chain store shopping.
Promenades that go from no place to nowhere and have
no promenaders. Expressways that eviscerate great cit-
ies. This is not the rebuilding of cities. This is the sack-
ing of cities.
Her criticism is directed at contemporary planning methodology, which
she indicts as the primary cause of theses perceived problems. Jacobs
opens her book with: "This book is an attack on current city planning and
rebuilding........it is an attack on the principles and aims that have shaped
modern, orthodox city planning and rebuilding." Richard Sennett offer a
less visceral although equally pointed synapses of the problems concerning
contemporary planning. In his book, The Uses of Disorder, he argues that
an inherent component to "modem" city or urban planning is the denial of
history. It is not a denial of a specific history or tradition but more precisely
that it is the essential task of a planner to imagine a future and design to that
end. The projected or imagined future will inevitably differ from the reality
that comes to pass and will, therefore, conflict with the planners vision and
the designs based on that vision. Making decisions and plans based on a
projected future ultimately ignores the essential unpredictably of time and
consequently a continually evolving and ongoing history. Sennet asserts
that the fundamental flaw in contemporary planning is the inability to ac-
cept or understand that the usage of a city (specific and generic), and its
growth can never actually be planned or predicted accurately--it is con-
stantly in flux, not static as it is necessary as even the first steps in planning
must assume. Despite these seemingly obvious contradiction or conflicts
planners persist in employing this approach to city or urban planning.
His discussion of this problematic approach is well founded and compel-
ling. Sennet essentially asserts that this approach to planning is the legacy
of Haussmann's redesign of Paris and the resulting belief or idea that one
could impose an over arching order on a city, coupled with an inherent
component of mechanized or industrial society: that is the predetermined,
or pre-designed outcome or final product of mechanized production. He
draws a clear analogy between contemporary planning and mechanized
fabrication with all its precision and apparent efficiency. Prior to mechani-
zation the craftsman was able to work without developing or creating an
image of the final outcome or end product. The finished project might be
vaguely imagined but the actual nature of the materials used and the pro-
cess itself would determine the outcome or what it is produced. That out-
come or final product as well as the process would obviously vary and
often evolve. The process of making was not negatively impacted by ex-
ternal or unpredictable influences.
With mechanization the end product had to be precisely designed or pre
determined so that the parts could be produced, invariably, and assem-
bled exactly over and over.As Sennet states "the parts are determined by
the whole" and every part serves only to support the final entity.In mech-
anized production the final "pre-visualized product" or end result is the
controlling factor and by the very nature of its making it does not and can
not vary. The experience of the process is denied by mechanized produc-
tion as a result the process of making ceases to become a dialog subject
to infinite possible influences and instead it is scripted and foretold.To
Sennet, put simply, the analogy goes as follows an urban planners pro-
jected or predicted future is like the pre-designed end product in mecha-
nized production and the designs that supports this "whole" are the
"parts" (Pages 92-93) He asserts that despite the fact that this approach
enormously over simplifies the myriad of issues that confronts planners
it has become the predominant mode of planning.
Sennet argues further that the scale at which contemporary planners
work/design is also not only in keeping with this analogy but also runs
against the notion of an unknown or unknowable future history. Planning
is often pursued at a city scale, which promotes an extremely generalized
or broad stroke approach to plans. He States:
-today plans or 'master guides' are made for whole
metropolitan regions. Planners try to guide the history
of their cites' future according to predetermined, spe-
cific lines; some parts of the plan when realized evolve
historically to conflict with the others; it is then
thought that the plan has failed. The whole has fallen
apart, for it is not conceived of being able to grow in
unknown ways. Growth, in massive planning is in-
stead conceived along mechanical lines as the realiza-
tion of an initial vision.
The Uses of Disorder, Sennet (page 99)
To Sennet, it is these qualities endemic to modern planning, that have
rendered it ineffective. And further more, born out of this approach to ur
ban design is a host of ill-used or disenfranchised city spaces. These sen-
timents are further corroborated by William Whyte, who, in his book,
The Last Landscape, suggests, among other things, that the false sense of
control that results from a predicted or projected future can seem empow-
ering but, it is ultimately misleading and potentially damaging.With re-
gards to planners he observes: "The marginal effect planning can have on
growth can be very important. But it is limited. Most of the factors in-
volved are what the planners call exogenous-that is, there is damn little
planners can do about it." (page 166)
It would be both naive and incorrect to assume that Sennet, Whyte or Ja-
cobs are fundamentally against planners or that there was a general trend
to systematically denounce the profession of urban planning. They have,
however, demonstrated, rather conclusively, that contemporary planning
methods are not conducive to the development of viable and dynamic
city spaces. The general suggestion seems to be not that planners be elim-
inated, but rather that the foundations or underpinnings of modern plan-
ning be reconsidered. As Sennet contends in order for the way in which
city planning is practiced to change (and all the accompanying social
ramifications to result) "requires the destruction of an assumption reg-
nant since the work of Baron Haussmann in Paris, an assumption that the
planning of cities should be directed to bring order and clarity to the city
as a whole." He offers as an alternative: "The city must be conceived as
a social order of parts without a coherent, controllable whole form."
(Page 141)
And on that note I go back to Carruth and the poem The Meadow House-
which seems resonate with these ideas:
........ And Mr Wright (or the architect)
with his artist complacency could not believe
That houses (and cities) grow and are very seldom built,
...... But the end of growth, which never really ends,
is always perfection, even if ugly or sore,
Because growth proceeds by means of balances.
(and the end of growth is always a phase
To be left be behind. And real ugliness
Does not grow but arises from destruction.
From: Meadow House, by Hayden Carruth
The destruction and reconstruction of cities has long standing tradition.
Reasons for this vary-- efficiency, self aggrandizement, economics
forces or some combination of all these and more. Whether the results
are positive or negative, what seems apparent is that this method denies
fundamentally, real city growth. The city is inherently ephemeral,
mostly indescribable, and decidedly inexplicable. Treating the city as
though it were essentially scientific in nature--a problem to be solved or
worse an object to be designed can and does destroy profound diversity
and infinite complexity and often replaces it with a hollow and necessar-
ily more simplistic beginning.
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Last Comment
I suppose what comes to mind at the end of 3 and 1/2 (4) years at MIT
and also this thesis is, and I don't know where I heard this or even if I
have it correct but,
"Not that the story need be long, but it will take a long while to make it
short" Henry David Thoreau
and so.....
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